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• When Andrew realizes the irrationalness of his anger toward the girls and Missy, it shows
the journey and growth that can be made in that respect.
There is no one way to be a man.
• “We need to love ourselves for who we are! I’m in an online community called ‘Girls Are
Perfect and There’s Not a Thing Wrong With Any One of Them and Anyone Who Would
Tell You Otherwise Is Actually Just Afraid of Your Power!’”
• Andrew then asks, “Is there anything like that, but for pubescent boys?”
Missy chuckles and explains, “Yeah, it’s called, ‘society’ you privileged
white, cis-hetero male!” and walks off.
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USE OF MEDIA: AS AN EDUCATIONAL SOURCE
• This paper is a discussion of Big Mouth, which dives deep into “taboo” subjects, in a
brutally honest way, and discusses the struggles of navigating sexuality, puberty,
and injustices of society in childhood.
• It deals with teenage sexual issues comedically and bluntly, representing and
explaining the ugliness of puberty and society.
Calls out institutions in society that promote gender inequality and 
heteronormativity. 
• It’s progressive and sex-positive, showing the true awkwardness and often confusing
sexual urges that adolescents experience. It is littered with diverse representation
and a relatable plot. By purposefully setting up situations, the show takes a stab at
certain situations, calling out institutions and society, in a postmodernist way.
Media is socially constructed and those who create the message, shape 
the beliefs and principles that are displayed. 
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You bleed out of  your 
vagina once a month, that 
shit’ll change you. 
Nick Birch
FEMININITY AND MASCULINITY: IT’S NOT A BATTLE
PUBERTY: THE UGLY TRUTH
Everyone goes through puberty at their own pace.
• Big Mouth demonstrates and portrays the ups and downs of puberty and the
confusion that accompanies life events, giving a sense of “you’re not alone.”
• In almost every episode of the show, masturbation is present, which is significant as
it is often avoided in most media outlets.
Periods are normal, but kind of suck sometimes.
• The show serves as a type of educational outlet for the viewers, especially in
women’s case with an entire episode exploring Jessi’s journey with masturbation.
• Big Mouth takes a look at how periods work and
how the vagina works, which is significant in the
media, as female sexuality and feminine
menstruation is seen as something that is
embarrassing and should be hid.
Adults are still trying to figure things out too.
• The show displays many instances where adults are developing their identities, well 
out of puberty, including Jessi’s mom coming into her sexuality and Coach Steve’s 
journey with virginity and finding his place in the world. 
The female body isn’t inherently sexual.
It’s okay to get things wrong, as long as you’re open to learning.
• This covers both areas of gender identity, sexual orientation, gender expression, as
well as femininity and masculinity.
Practice active and enthusiastic consent.
• The show emphasizes that consent is vital and required no matter the composition of
the relationship.
LGBTQ+ JOURNEYS: A LIFE LONG EXPERIENCE
• Parental figures are wide in variety, including
Andrew’s father who shames his son for his
‘undesirable’ desires, ultimately shutting him
down and Nick’s father who is very involved,




We’re gonna cross a 
line! We’re gonna cross 
a line!
“No one is 100% gay or straight; it’s a spectrum.”
• After being “outed” to Nick, Andrew explains his
confusion and goes on and on until Nick kisses him for
“scientific” purposes. The “test results” were that
Andrew did not like it and he tells Mathew that he’s
“figured it out” and is not gay.
Elliot Birch
A man can touch another 
penis or even kiss one, very 
lightly, and it still doesn’t 
necessarily mean he’s a 
homosexual.
• Mr. Birch touches on the differences between sexual orientation and 
sexual behavior that exists on the Gender Axis of Evil and 
heteroflexibility in a society that is heterocentric.
Figuring out your sexuality is part of puberty, and it’s okay to not be 
sure what it is.
• In many of the episodes of Big Mouth, there is a common thread of navigating their
sexuality. There are two specific characters who struggle with internalized
homophobia in significantly different forms: Matthew, an openly gay boy and Jay, a
closeted bisexual.
• Matthew deals with obsession and being the “only” gay guy in the school, but
ultimately meets Aiden who he develops a relationship with. He is labeled as
“young, gay, and mean.” Throughout the series, Matthew is accepted by his
peers, even asked for advice for sexuality questions.
• Jay, while going through a “crisis” of trying to figure out how he feels and then
finally accepts himself, embraces and owns his bisexuality, after kissing (then
making out with) Matthew.
I mean, no matter what, 
coming out is hard and you 
should be proud
Ali 
• However, when Ali was introduced into the show, thus
the representation of pansexuality, the episode starts
off on an off-note tune. There is conflict between
pansexuals and bisexuals due to the confrontation to
the binary, leading to a sense of invisibility and reject
the legitimacy of bisexuality sexual identity as shown
when Jay comes out as bisexual and no one accepts it
the same way they accepted Ali as a pansexual.
• On one hand, there is representation of the conflict and pansexuals who are
adamant about the rejection of the binary; on the other hand, it portrays bisexuality
as transphobic and accepting the binary.
• In the end of the episode, it “ends” the conflict with a shared dance between Ali and
Jay, after Ali tells Jay that his coming out was brave and she explained why she left
her old school. If this scene was not done in the way it was, it may have been more
fuel for the fire, but it does create a representation of harmony in the LGBTQ+
community.
• The Dean of Student Life calls a meeting to talk about
“toxic masculinity,” and then reproduced it with a dress
code that’s toxic masculinity at it’s core. Andrew uses
the “boys will be boys” and “we’re animals” excuse to
explain his behavior.
• By using the terms that the school administration
and their parents, Big Mouth shows how boys are
influenced by adult institutions that elusively show,
defend, and suggest outlets for sexist behavior.
z
…to protect our strong, 
empowered women from the 
white-hot male gaze, we’ll be 
implementing a dress code.
Terry Lizer,
Dean of  Student Life
Dress codes enforce rape culture.
• The females, who the dress code directly affected, were upset and organized a
“SlutWalk,” to protest the male’s supposed absence of self-control and hit “rape
culture” on the nose.
You’re the ones that dressed 
up all sexy, and then you get 
mad at us for saying you’re 
sexy. It’s like … what do you 
bitches want from us?
Andrew Glouberman
• “You’re fired up and filthy / And we like it a lot / Who
knew that civil disobedience could be so hot?” The
boys were confused after the girls sing, “Keep it in
your pants, boys / It’s not for you.”
• Nick tries to be an ally (after not sticking up for
females earlier) for the females asserting that the
girls aren’t bitches—they’re sluts, as they named
the protest. Jessi, frustrated, explains that only the
girls can use it as it is a reclamation of a term.
“Damn, y’all are in 
middle school and you’re 




• Demonstrates how boys can elude and fight back
against the perilous influences that they are surrounded
by and socialized with and give recognition to the
females around them, treating them as equals.
Sometimes being a man means 
putting the ones you love first, 
and sometimes it means owning 
up to your mistakes. Not all men 
value the same things, and that 
means you can be any man you 
want. All you need to do is 
figure out who you are and be 
true to yourself.
Matthew MacDell
• This leaves Andrew questioning where he falls into this as a
Jewish individual, confronted with different ideas of what it
means to be a man and the type of privilege that men,
heterosexual, and cisgender individuals receive, especially
when they intersect.
• Nick’s father (Elliot) is the hero that foils the toxic masculinity, taking a 
look at how boys are socialized to be men (sometimes in toxic ways).
Andrew Glouberman
If  it’s so okay to be 
gay, then why are you 
so afraid to be called 
gay?
• Media is an influential tool for challenging, maintaining,
and expanding consumer’s understanding of the world
around them, playing a key role in shaping people’s
identities, especially in relation to gender and sexuality.
• Viewers do not merely accept the representations at face
value; they consume it, interpret and analyze the validity of it,
and then express their thoughts on what they see.
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